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Take five withâ€¦Eric Demarsan

May 3, 2006 - He just told me he wanted a strong, minimal theme, with a lot of feeling. He was testing me. But he liked what I did and asked me for more. 
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Time Out New York / Issue 552: April 27–May 3, 2006



Take five with…Eric Demarsan French director Jean-Pierre Melville’s reputation has grown tremendously over the past decade, with a new generation of filmgoers falling under the spell of his existential noirs from the 1950s and ’60s. The quirky Melville—who famously wore a Stetson and drove a Firebird—was a control freak who carefully selected his collaborators. Eric Demarsan was a rare repeat one, writing the scores for both 1969’s Army of Shadows (opening this Friday at Film Forum) and 1970’s Le Cercle Rouge. We reached the feisty Demarsan, 67, by phone at his home in a Paris suburb.—Elisabeth Vincentelli



Time Out New York: Melville asked you to write a theme for Army of Shadows without showing you any images, right? Eric Demarsan: He was done with the movie but didn’t want me to see it. He just told me he wanted a strong, minimal theme, with a lot of feeling. He was testing me. But he liked what I did and asked me for more. TONY: Why did he include Morton Gould’s “Spirituals for Orchestra” in the film? ED: He shot a scene to it, then asked me to come up with a carbon copy that we could use in the final mix. I wrote something where the beats, pauses and orchestra entries fell at the same times they do in the Gould piece. I played it for him, and he just said, “Well…no” and kept the other one. TONY: How did you get the Cercle Rouge gig? ED: I wasn’t supposed to do that one originally—Michel Legrand was. TONY: Really? It’s hard to imagine a more different aesthetic from Melville’s. ED: Precisely—they didn’t get along at all. So Melville called me. You know, he was a really odd man. He said, “Come to the studio on such and such a day. Be discreet”—I used to wear flashy ruffled shirts—“wear a little gray suit.” He didn’t want the news of his dispute with Legrand to spread. TONY: What kind of directions did he give you for Le Cercle Rouge? ED: He gave me lots of tips—and I needed them because I had very little time. For nights on end, he made me watch reels from [1959’s] Odds Against Tomorrow, a noir movie with Harry Belafonte, in his studio. He was hypnotized by the way it used music. He told me he wanted a similar ambience. In that case, it meant taking a format like that of the Modern Jazz Quartet and putting some strings and brass around it. TONY: So you went to his house regularly? ED: Yes, either to work or to listen to music and chat. It was part of the process for him. One day I mentioned Pink Floyd, and I thought he was going to throw the furniture at me. He hated Pink Floyd—well, he hated all pop and rock. He only liked jazz. Army of Shadows opens Friday 28 at Film Forum.



Copyright ©2006 Time Out New York | Privacy policy | Advertise design and technology by Blenderbox, Inc.
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Take Five 

S. Bass. Pno................................. 3. 3. 3...
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Sax Trio - Take Five 

Arr. Philippe Marillia. Take Five. J = 180. Saxophone Trio. Paul Desmond. Soprano (alto 1 subst). Alto Sax 1. Alto Sax 2. Tenor. Baritone (tenor subst)... & mf.
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Take Five - 757.org 

A. Sax. Dr. S. Bass. Pno............................... 3. 3. 3.
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DOCUMENT FIVE 

Book Three, Chapter Nine â€œFlotsam and Jetsamâ€�. Merry and Pippin are ... to be a great many axe-men to one Ent: a man that hacks once at an Ent never gets a ...
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take-down instructions 

Practice opening the shelter before out on the ice. 1. Unzip backpack carrying bag completely and remove the shelter. 2. Remove Velcro straps from around the ...
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TAKE AWAY - Damask & Dentelle 

CÉLADON COLLECTION. 186 rue Peel | (514) 932-3306 r. L'ALLUMEUR. 1904 Notre-Dame Ouest. (514) 991-6721. MIXX AUTHENTIK. 4005, rue Notre-Dame ...
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Fausto-Sterling, Five Sexes.pdf 

THE SCIENCES Â· March/April 1993. THE FIVE SEXES. Why Male and Female Are Not Enough by ANNE FAUSTO-STERLING. (N 1843 LEVI SUYDAM, ...
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LIMITED FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY 

For automatic activation. slide switch to â€œAuln'. In this mode. the stapler will acï¬�vate when paper is inserted into the throat of the stapler. / Pour le dÃ©clenchement ...
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Contrasts for Five Trumpets 

Contrasts for Five Trumpets. Anthony PLOG (*1947) ... 5 f. Allegro vivace q = 162. 6 f f p f f f p f. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 11. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 16 p f p f. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 5. 4.
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Chapter Five .fr 

humming with activity. .... Even with gloves, my fingers get numb. .... "Why don't we go up to my flat and have a shag?" "Buzz off." And Toni would be out of there.
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Liasse fiscale TAKE OFF 

31 mars 2017 - 1 900. 27 743. 19 513. 8 230. 211 113. 211 113. 10 764. 10 764. 1 298 302. 1 298 302. 150. 150. 1 520 328. 1 520 328. 1 548 071. 19 513.
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Take me out 

I'm just a crosshair. I'm just a shot away from you. And if you leave here. You leave me broken shattered alive. I'm just a crosshair. I'm just a shot..then we can die.
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take this waltz 

Frederico Garcia Lorca, who was assassinated in 1936 during the Spanish Civil War. ..... For the last five years, the answer has always been Sarah Silverman.
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The Gospel, take two 

Apr 15, 2009 - the happiness, or to say it otherwise, it distorts Christianity and makes ... go behind the mirror ...... craftsmanto set up an idol that will not move.
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The Five Sexes, Revisited 

No o o z < E - O z 4 - 3 < u < N â€“ z w < 3 < a â€¢ m w n Ew n n < >. THE FIVE SEXES, REVISITED .... even at the level of basic biology. ... intersexual in some form.
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It's five o'clock 

G. D. Em. D. It's five o'clock and I walk through the empty streets. G. D. Em. D. Thoughts fill my head but then still no one speaks to me. G. D. Em. D. G D Em D.
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devotionals/Five Street Savvy Sayings/Savvy Sayings Day Five Final 
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Take it EASEA - Jean LOUCHET 

Jan 24, 2000 - Some research teams have already felt the need for a speci c ... EASEA genome declarations look very much like C or C++ structure ...
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Five Dollar Bill 

See video of dance at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqbC75XFo8g. 1. (1 â€“ 8) > SLOW WEAVE TO LEFT; QUICK SIDE ROCK AND WEAVE. TO RIGHT.
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Five Nations Golf Club asbl 

We have had a good start: 7 participants in the first, 9 participants in the second. ... initiations for students of the Horticultural Institute in Gembloux on 31st May, ...
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Legend of the Five Rings 

â€œJust give me a little time, Father,â€� I promised. â€œTil make sure they take you back." My father pulled his wakizashi from his obi and laid the sheathed blade in my ...
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VeveyBien Café & Take-Away Menu 

CHF 8.00. Viande séchée, fromage frais à la graine de moutarde. Le Roastbeef ... Sandwich chauds. Le Calabria. CHF 9.00. Pancetta, pesto, rucola, parmesan, ...
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take-off unreliable airspeed - EDOC.SITE 

V1 V2. V2. Vmu. Vmcg. Vmca. Vr. Vr. F. S. F. S. 1500ft/GND. 35ft. 0.8%. NET flight ... FMGS climb speed .... Vr = rotation speed (Vr >= V1 and Vr > 1.05Vmca).
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take these wings 2 voix 

Take these wings ( 2 voix ). Don Beisig. Steve Kupferschmidt h = 70. SOPRANO. ALTO.... A.. I. C. found. a. spar. G/B. row.. - ly. in.. - on.
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